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Abstract—This 64-b microprocessor is the second-generation
design of the new Itanium architecture, termed explicitly parallel
instruction computing (EPIC). The design seeks to extract max-
imum performance from EPIC by optimizing the memory system
and execution resources for a combination of high bandwidth and
low latency. This is achieved by tightly coupling microarchitecture
choices to innovative circuit designs and the capabilities of the tran-
sistors and wires in the .18- m bulk Al metal process [16]. The key
features of this design are: a short eight-stage pipeline, 11 sustain-
able issue ports (six Integer, four floating point, half-cycle access
level-1 caches, 64-GB/s level-2 cache and 3-MB level-3 cache, all
integrated on a 421 mm2 die. The chip operates at over 1 GHz and
is built on significant advances in CMOS circuits and methodolo-
gies. After providing an overview of the processor microarchitec-
ture and design, this paper describes a few of these key enabling
circuits and design techniques.

Index Terms—Clock design, computer architecture, design
methodology, dynamic logic, IA-64, integrated circuit design,
microprocessors.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE DESIGN of the Itanium 2 processor sets out to achieve
industry leading performance on a broad range of 64-b

technical and commercial applications. The team’s approach
to achieving this goal involved close cooperation and synergy
between control design engineers (architects) and circuit de-
sign engineers. All of the significant microarchitectural features
arose out of careful analysis of the capabilities of the .18-m
bulk technology transistors and interconnect in conjunction with
innovative approaches to CMOS circuit design. As the perfor-
mance benefits of the many possibilities were explored, several
approaches were adopted.

1) Maximize parallelism available to compilers for a two
bundle (six instructions per cycle) explicitly parallel in-
struction computing (EPIC) machine by employing dense
wiring techniques (e.g., 20 64-b busses in the IEU data-
path) and dataflow domino circuits in execution units and
caches.

2) Reduce memory system inefficiencies with lowered laten-
cies and increased bandwidth for the cache system based
on innovative SRAM designs and self-timed circuits.

3) Reduce branch impacts beyond the predication that the
Itanium architecture enables by exploiting the high-speed
SRAM technology [1] developed for the data cache cou-
pled with advanced prediction algorithms.
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Fig. 1. Itanium 2 overview.

4) Achieve the best balance between high frequency and in-
struction execution efficiency (IPC) with advanced circuit
techniques that greatly reduce latch overhead and clock
sensitivity, many of which are discussed in this paper.

Since the details on several of the above features are ex-
plored in other articles in this journal, this paper will provide
more depth on the key enabling circuits used in all areas of the
chip and the methodologies surrounding them, which produced
a design that not only breaks new ground in density and per-
formance, but is robust enough for the requirements of high-
volume manufacturing. But first, an overview of the processor
is in order.

II. OVERVIEW

From the die photo (Fig. 1), it can be seen that about half
the processor area is consumed by the 3-MB level-3 cache.
This cache is optimized for density while still providing a
latency of 12 cycles of load-to-use, about half that of a similar
sized off-chip cache [2]. It is implemented with 135 separate
“subarrays” that enable high density and the ability to conform
to the irregular shape of the processor core with flexible
subarray placement. Memory and I/O are accessed through
the 128-b, 400-MHz front side bus (FSB), which at 6.4 GB/s
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Fig. 2. Itanium 2 pipeline and chip shmoo.

provides about three times the bandwidth of the first-generation
Itanium processor. This capability provides headroom for future
Itanium-2 based designs, since bandwidth is a key performance
enabler for high-end technical and commercial applications.
The I/O pads are distributed across four stripes embedded in
the L3 cache arrays which reduced the area consumed for I/O
distribution to the C4 bumps. The processor core itself provides
tremendous integer execution resources with the six 1-cycle
integer and six 2-cycle multimedia units. These accomplish
full symmetric bypassing with each other and the L1D cache in
combination with a 20 ported, 12865-b register file [3]. The
integer units and register file are 4 mm1.9 mm, including
hardware support for IA-32 code. The dual 82-b floating-point
units have a four-cycle multiplier accumulator (MAC) latency
and are fully bypassed with each other. In combination with
the 14 ported, 128 82-b register file and other miscellaneous
floating point (FP) support, these units are 9 mm2.2 mm.
The prevalidated four-port 16-KB L1D cache is tightly coupled
to the integer units to achieve the half-cycle load [1]. As a
result, the less latency-sensitive FPU directly interfaces to the
L2D cache [4] with four 82-b load ports (six-cycle latency) and
two 82-b store ports.

The front-end instruction fetch pipe stages are decoupled
from the backend stages via an eight-bundle queue. The
backend pipeline stages use a scoreboard to resolve register
dependencies; this pipeline is a fully stalled design and does
not rely on a replay or flush mechanism (Fig. 2). The same

prevalidated, single-ended cache technology that enables
the half-cycle latency L1D cache is leveraged to improve
instruction fetch and branch resteer. Each set of six instructions
(two bundles) stored in the 16-KB L1I cache is accompanied
by branch target address and branch prediction information.
The data is read out of the cache in the first half-cycle. In
the next half-cycle, the prediction information is examined,
and if the branch to which the stored target corresponds is
predicted taken, then this address steers the instruction pointer
mux for the next instruction fetch. Thus, correctly predicted
taken branches incur no pipeline bubbles, which provides up to
33% more instruction fetch bandwidth with an assumption of
one predicted taken branch every six bundles (i.e., every third
cycle or 18 instructions). A 12K entry branch history cache
and a 16K entry 2-b pattern history table back up the 1K set of
histories. The result is 95.2% prediction accuracy for TPC-C
(the optimization target for the branch unit design).

The challenge of fitting the large caches, numerous execution
resources and datapath busses (Fig. 3) within the die size limit
for this process put extreme pressure on the use of all six layers
of interconnect. A careful balance was maintained between the
allocation of metal to the power grid for supply integrity and
to signals for improved density and performance (Fig. 4). In
some sections of the chip, we routed 16 signal wires per bit
slice before interspersing supply wires. Noise and inductance
issues were managed either by active noise cancellation [3] or
noise-resistant circuits and hand-generated layouts. The clock
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Fig. 3. Itanium 2 block diagram.

Fig. 4. Processor statistics: power breakdown from 130 W. Over 18 200
global nets connecting up units at the top level.�700 nF explicit bypass cap.
Power grid uniform in M5/6—consumes 22% of M5 and 62% of M6. Bus I/Os
distributed on four stripes in the L3 cache. 25M logic transisors, 221M total.

system consumed about 1/3 of the total power (Fig. 4), which
is quite good for a high performance processor. This reduction
can largely be attributed to the balanced H-tree versus full grid
distribution and state versus phase based design for fewer latch
elements.

Referring to Table I, where the Itanium 2 processor is
compared to other enterprise class processors in 0.18-m
technology, it can be seen that while the Itanium 2 processor
provides the shortest pipeline, the densest cache system and
highest execution and memory bandwidth, it also maintains a
competitive frequency and core area (where core is defined as
all the execution resources including the lowest level cache).
This is a direct result of the many advanced circuit design
techniques and methodologies discussed in this paper.

TABLE I
ITANIUM 2 VERSUSOTHER 64-B 18-�m PROCESSORS

Pulse latch excludes scan slave latch. First value excludes pulse generator,

second value includes pulse generator.

III. CLOCKING AND LATCHING

A. Clock Distribution and Management

The Itanium-2 central processing unit (CPU) has a three-level
clock distribution system, as described in [5], consisting of: a
PLL with primary driver; a second-level clock buffer (SLCB)
driving a route called SLCBO; and a local, third-level buffer
called agater. The first and second level clocks are 50% duty
cycle and distributed as balanced H-trees. The gater-level distri-
bution consists of local routes to latches and circuits with care-
fully controlled load and resistance–capacitance (RC) delays.

Gaters are high-gain buffers, variants of which generate 24
types of true and complement phase and pulse clocks from
SLCBO. Standard gater waveforms are shown in Fig. 5. CK is
180 out of phase with respect to SLCBO, with pulsed clock
(PCK) and pulsed not clock (PNCK) at the rising edge of the
corresponding phase clocks. Other gater waveforms include
delayed precharge clocks (PRECK) for domino logic, wide
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Fig. 5. Gater clock waveforms.

Fig. 6. Itanium 2 pulse latch schematic.

pulses (WPCK) for enhanced cycle stealing and RCK/ECK for
dynamic latching (seedynamic clocking/latching). Gaters con-
sist of a predriver, which generates a specific clock waveform
and an output driver tuned to drive fixed-increment loads.

Gater-level clock nets are typically less than 1000m in
length and on the Itanium 2 processor, were designed and routed
by individual block owners. Tight control and analysis of gater
clocks was critical to managing clock skew. Most importantly, no
buffering of clocks by nonstandard gaters was allowed, thereby
controlling clock delay mismatch and PVT shift, which increase
skew. Gater loads are managed to 15% of the nominal gater
load spec and gater-to-latchRC delay held to less than 20 pS.
Maximum allowable coupling to gater-level clocks is 10%.
Clock timing specs were checked by parasiticRC extraction
and SPICE simulation of over 18 000 gater-level routes.

Initially, we anticipated that pulse waveforms would be easily
distorted and skewed by typical phase-clock routing techniques.
However, following the strictRCdelay and coupling guidelines
described above, we found that simply adding extra gater drive
allowed pulse clocks to be routed over the same regions and load
ranges as phase clocks without undue pulse distortion.

Clock skew due to data-dependent gate load variation was
also less problematic than expected. While CMOS gate capaci-
tance varies by up to 11 times in this 0.18-m process under var-
ious data-dependent bias conditions, typical gater clocks have
much lower gate load variation. Field effect transistor (FET)
bias conditions in common latching, gating, and dynamic cir-
cuits limit gate cap variation to a practical range of about five
times. In addition, Itanium 2 pulse latches—the most common
pulse clock receiver—have clock loads varying by only a frac-
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 7. Transparency window comparison of edge-triggered latches. (a) Two contemporary edge-triggered latches: sense amp latch (top) [8] and HLFF (bottom)
[7]. (b) Transparency window simulation results for McKinley pulse latch, HLFF latch, and sense amp latch, 0.18-�m process, 1.2 V. Plot of D-Q delay (FO4
inverter equivalents) versus input-to-clock arrival time.

tion of worst case. Thus, data-dependent clock-load variation
was a small skew component, allowing simpler skew and timing
analyses than described in [6].

The second-level route consists of 33 separate SLCB zones,
each containing a balanced H-tree feeding gater groups. SLCB
load mismatch between zones and imbalances in the individual
H-tree routes are principal sources of clock skew. The routing
of each SLCB zone was performed with a custom clock
routing/analysis tool called EZROUTE. Second level routing
to each gater farm is balanced, with an extracted RLC delay
mismatch simulated at less than 10 pS in SPICE.

B. Static Latching Methodology

Goals for the Itanium 2 static latching methodology are
similar to other high-speed designs [17]:state-based(area,
timing overhead),high data-transparency(skew tolerance,
cycle stealing),low latch delay(cycle time), andfully scanable
latch elements(testability). To meet these goals, pulse latch
(Fig. 6) consists of a transparent pass-gate latch (Tlat) opened
by a nominal 125-pS wide pulse. Tlats are clocked with either a
local pulse generator driving only one Tlat (as shown), or by a
pulse gater driving many Tlats. Pulse clocks provide a relatively
wide transparency window, which allows cycle stealing and
skew tolerance while avoiding the long hold times of phase-

transparent clocking. 95% of all static latching on the Itanium
2 processor uses pulse clocking.

As shown in Fig. 6, Tlats have pass-gate inputs and can be
driven by any logic gate provided that drive strength require-
ments are satisfied. The library provides latches with both pass-
gate latches and inverter-isolated inputs for design flexibility.
The scan slave latch incorporated into the Tlat saves area by
omitting static feedback. Over 85% of all static latches incorpo-
rate scan functionality.

Fig. 7(a) shows two other edge-triggered latch designs found
in contemporary CPUs: the “hybrid latch flip-flop” (HLFF) [7]
and an EV6-style sense amp latch [8]. The latch circuits were
sized for wide transparency windows and output loads similar
to the Itanium 2 Tlat (in a 0.18-m process), then simulated
in SPICE. Simulation results are plotted in Fig. 7(b) and latch
details are listed in Table II. The Itanium 2 pulse latch, with
a 125-pS pulse width, has the widest transparency window
(58 pS) and the lowest delay (1.9 FO4 inverter equivalents) of
the group. Though its internal pulse width is also 125 pS, the
HLFF pulse latch transparency window is approximately 31%
smaller and its minimum D-Q delay is 15% slower, than the
pulse latch. In addition, the HLFF has a weakly held output
node; in many applications it requires another buffer stage,
increasing its D-Q delay. The EV6-style sense amp latch has
the smallest transparency window at 26 pS. The sense amp
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TABLE II
ITANIUM 2 VERSUSOTHER 64-B 18-�m PROCESSORSEDGE-TRIGGEREDLATCH CHARACTERISTICS IN A 0.18-�m PROCESS

Fig. 8. Clocked deracer schematic.

latch delay and transparency window are proportional for this
circuit, making it impractical to tune for greater transparency.

C. Hold-Time Analysis

Itanium 2 min-time verification had three parts. First, de-
signer guidelines specified how many typical gate delays were
required between the various source/sink clocking/latching
combinations. Next, a fast gate-counting tool provided early
feedback to designers on how well they met these hold-time
guidelines. Third, static timing analysis was run on layout
netlists with extracted parasitics.

By tuning clock routes to a fixed delay spec, we were able to
use “ideal” clock waveforms during static timing analysis and
thereby decouple clock design from path design. This greatly
improved designer productivity and reduced the design thrashes
common during min and max time path fixes. Likewise, latch
setup/hold times were checked to a spec and specified for static
timing, further decreasing design dependencies and increasing
accuracy.

On the Itanium 2 processor,deracercircuits were used to fix
min-time problems. As shown in Fig. 8,clocked deracersuse
the receiving latch pulse clock to briefly block incoming paths
while the receiving latch is open. The clocked deracer adapts
its delay to receiver pulsewidth distortion by remaining opaque
longer and provides a significant advantage over fixed delays:
their impact to max-time paths is only 60% of the hold-time
benefit they provide.

IV. DOMINO METHODOLOGY

Domino circuits play a critical role in the design of the
processor. The high speed of domino logic combined with the
ability to implement complex logic functions in a single gate
makes it an important tool in achieving the processor goals of
low pipeline latencies and high frequency operation. Domino
design is inherently phase-based, with latching required in

each phase in order to preserve pipeline state. This has the
disadvantage of making it potentially more sensitive to clock
skew and latch insertion delays compared with cycle-based
design. Incorporating testability into domino circuits also
presents significant challenges, but is required in order to
achieve program test coverage goals.

In designs such as the HP PA-8000 [9], [10], these limitations
are partially addressed through the use of delayed clocking to
provide time borrowing, combined with a self-timed latching
structure [11]. Although this methodology is skew tolerant and
incorporates test features, it has a high overhead and is not well
suited to general use. More recent designs use opportunistic
time borrowing (OTB) [12] to eliminate the need for the explicit
latch; however, OTB does not provide for scan controllability or
simple transitions into static logic. These shortcomings are ad-
dressed by adding a simple “bolt-on” circuit, called a dynamic
latch converter (DLC). Through the addition of the DLC, a con-
ventional domino gate becomes a latched domino cell. The DLC
(discussed in detail below) meets the goals of eliminating inser-
tion delay, increasing skew tolerance and adding testability.

A. Domino Pipeline

An example domino pipeline is shown in Fig. 9. The pipeline
begins with an entry latch, which is used to convert static logic
signals to the monotonic signals needed by the domino domain.
The entry latch is essentially a fully held domino gate with a
pulsed evaluate clock, allowing low setup and hold times. Al-
though arbitrary logic functions may be implemented in the
entry latch, evaluation must complete within the clock pulse
width, which limits the complexity of functions. This latch is
shown in Fig. 14 and is described in detail later in this paper.

A typical domino phase consists of up to seven domino logic
gates, the last of which is a DLC. The outputs of a DLC pass data
transparently during the evaluate phase and are held throughout
the precharge phase. This allows DLC outputs to be used as
inputs to the domino gates of the next phase or as inputs to static
logic. Alternate latching structures, such as self-timed zero/one
catching latches, are also supported.

B. Domino Clocking

Two clocking schemes are used for domino logic on the Ita-
nium 2 processor. The first uses a pair of overlapping phase
clocks, designated CK and NCK (Fig. 5). These clocks allow
for several gates worth of time borrowing between phases and
are quite easy for the designer to implement; however, potential
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Fig. 9. Representative domino pipeline.

Fig. 10. Clocks for custom domino logic.

races require significant analysis, as the overlap time is mag-
nified by clock skew, exacerbating the race problem. Races are
resolved by inserting delay buffers in the logic path.

For more regular domino data paths, an alternative clock
scheme is used to reduce the overhead of race management,
while still providing significant time borrowing. Pictured in
Fig. 10, it borrows the idea of delayed clocks from OTB [12],
[13]. It is evident from Fig. 11 that data early in CK1 can
race through the end of CK2 and into CK3. By clocking at
least one CK1 gate with a delayed clock, the data is prevented
from racing through CK2 into CK3. While race analysis isn’t
eliminated, the increased skew tolerance results in nearly
correct by construction designs, which need minimal repairs.

A second advantage of the delayed clock system is reduced
global clock load. As less than 30% of the domino gates are
driven by the undelayed clock, the majority of the clock load is
buffered from the clock gaters, reducing the number of gaters
required and the load presented to the global clock routes. The
generation of delayed clocks is made simple by using a library
of load-matched noninverting buffers.

C. Domino Logic

Domino logic [Fig. 11(a)] is widely used for high-speed or
large fan-in logic [14]. Typically, an evaluate N channel FET
(NFET) is added between the logic network and ground to elim-
inate excess current during precharge and permit the use of a
smaller precharge P channel FET (PFET). The presence of an

evaluate NFET results in a D1 gate, while lack of the NFET re-
sults in a D2 style gate, which can be faster and use smaller logic
FETs. Both include a weak keeper PFET to maintain high levels
on the storage node, which may droop due to the leakage cur-
rent of the NFETs, noise events on the inputs, or charge sharing
inside the logic network. The D2 gates reduce clock and signal
loads, saving power; however, care must be taken to appropri-
ately resize the precharger to overcome the increased short cir-
cuit current and to meet precharge timing. It is imperative that
the inputs of the NFET network discharge quickly to minimize
the short circuit current and to reduce precharge time. This is ad-
dressed by requiring each D2 gate to be preceded by a D1 gate
and by slightly delaying the precharge clock edge on the D2
gates. Due to increased engineering effort, the use of D2 style
gates is limited to certain critical paths.

Increased leakage currents and greater noise sensitivity are
prevalent in submicron processes and force a modification of
wide fan-in gates to reduce the number of parallel pull-down
paths. Fig. 12(a) shows an eight-input domino multiplexer. The
eight parallel paths make the gate more susceptible to NFET
leakage and multiple noise events. This issue is alleviated by
splitting the pull-down network and replacing the output inverter
with a NAND gate [Fig. 12(b)]. The pull-down networks can be
smaller and faster, as the storage node capacitance is reduced.
Finally, the P:N ratio of each domino gate’s output is restricted
to a 5:1 ratio, which maintains a reasonable trip point, thus im-
proving noise immunity.

D. Dynamic Latch Converter

A dynamic latch is created by adding the DLC “bolt-on” to
an existing domino gate. The “bolt-on” includes a clock gener-
ator [Fig. 11(b)] and the additional NFET holders and scan logic
shown in Fig. 11(c). The resulting circuit performs the same
function as the original gate, while providing latch and scan
functionality, without unnecessary insertion delay. Unlike typ-
ical domino gates, the precharge and evaluate transistors of the
DLC are clocked by separate clocks, designated RCK and ECK
respectively [Figs. 5 and 11(d)]. The RCK pulse, at the begin-
ning of the evaluate phase, precharges the gate. The rising tran-
sition of ECK causes the DLC to enter the evaluate phase, which
extends into the next phase to allow time borrowing across clock
phases. The latch’s output becomes valid while the ECK clock
is high and holds its value throughout the following clock phase,
allowing it to drive either dynamic or static logic.
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(a) (b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 11. (a) Typical domino gate. (b) DLC clock generator. (c) Domino gate with DLC logic. (d) Clock and data waveforms for a DLC.

The DLC also allows scan on all dynamic phase boundaries,
greatly increasing test coverage and debug capability. Different

DLC scan circuits are used for library and custom designs. The
library’s scan [15] enjoys the advantages of a single shift clock
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 12. (a) Eight-input domino multiplexer.(b) Eight-input multiplexer with split storage node.

Fig. 13. Zero-catching latch and associated waveforms.

and no individual circuit tweaking. The custom dynamic scan
uses a pair of traditional nonoverlapping clocks and requires a
limited amount of circuit sizing; however, it is more easily incor-
porated into the wide range of latch sizes found in full custom
circuits. It also exploits the nature of dual-rail domino logic by
using the logical high and low storage nodes as the scan latch’s
master and slave.

E. Hybrid Latching Circuits

In addition to the standard DLC, alternate latching structures
are sometimes needed. These structures include the zero/one
catcher and the zero catching DLC. The zero-catching latch,
shown in Fig. 13, allows for self-timed capture of a monotonic
active low input. The circuit is fully transparent during the
precharge phase, passing either a logic one or zero. During the
hold phase, the output is latched, but a falling input during this
time period will be passed to the output. This circuit is used
when the timing relationship of a monotonic input relative to
the clock is uncertain such as long routes with significantRC

delay. The circuit has further advantages of low insertion delay,
reduced noise sensitivity, and testability. The circuit can also
be used to interface from the domino domain into the static
domain. A one-catching latch has similar characteristics, but is
used to latch monotonic active high signals. The zero-catching
DLC is a combination of a conventional domino gate and a
zero-catching latch. Its outputs are similar to those of a DLC,
but it does not require a pulsed precharge clock, making the
structure useful for signals requiring a longer precharge time.

V. TRICKY CIRCUIT METHODOLOGY

In order to solve the numerous timing and area challenges
presented by the processor implementation, numerous critical
circuits known as “tricky circuits” are incorporated. These in-
clude pulsed-dynamic circuits, self-timed gates and contention
based logic. Proliferation of tricky circuits is strictly controlled
and each instance has electrical verification performed “in con-
text” of its usage. Many of these involve the interface between
static and dynamic logic.
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Fig. 14. Elat circuit.

A. Static-Dynamic Interface

In the Itanium 2 processor, a large effort went into to the de-
sign of a seamless interaction between static and dynamic cir-
cuit families. In past CPUs, this interface has been a frequent
source of failures during the silicon debug portion of the design.
Our circuit methodology provides a number of standard circuit
topologies that provide a low-overhead transition from static to
dynamic logic families. The skew penalty must be paid at this
interface, so low setup and hold-time requirements are a neces-
sity. The goal is to give designers a large amount of flexibility
in this transition while not introducing problems, such as output
glitches or hold-time issues, that might only be caught during
silicon debug.

The entry latch (Elat) captures a static input and converts it
into a single rail monotonic dynamic signal. The Elat structure,
shown in Fig. 14, has a number of important attributes. It has
a very short clock to Q, short setup time, and the hold-time re-
quirements are not excessive. A single-phase clock is used to
capture the static signal on the rising edge of CK. Controlling
the falling edge of the ndck signal minimizes the hold-time re-
quirements. The period where both CK and NDCK are high is
defined as the evaluate pulse; its width is tightly controlled to
minimize hold-time problems.

The Elat structure has a negative setup time for the 0 to 1 tran-
sition and has a longer hold-time requirement on the low level
for the input. The NFET pull-down stack is designed to robustly
discharge the storage node and to overcome the PFET holder
during the evaluate pulse width.Static logic functions can be
easily incorporated into the front end of the Elat. This embedded
logic function helps ease the timing requirements of many crit-
ical paths. In addition, the front end can be implemented with
a static CMOS gate, making the circuit more resistant to noise
on the inputs. This is particularly useful, as receiving a static
signal into an NFET only structure is a recipe for a noise-cor-
rupted event. This complementary logic function on the front
end has the added advantage of negating charge-sharing events
that may occur in the NFET stack. Fig. 15 illustrates a two input
NOR gate front end used to create anOR-Elat.

An alternative design for the static-to-dynamic transition is
widely used in the integer register file; this structure is called
pulsed dynamic and is illustrated in Fig. 16. The key differ-
ence between this device and the standard Elat used on this pro-
cessor is that the pulse clock is generated external to the cir-
cuit. The disadvantage of having two clocks routed to the circuit
is overcome by the increased flexibility that this design offers.
The ability to have multiple NFET pull-down stacks connected

Fig. 15. OR Elat circuit.

Fig. 16. OR Elat circuit.

to differing pulse clocks, with separate enable functionality, is
widely exploited in the integer register file. The NFET stack
in pulsed dynamic is inherently one FET shorter than the stan-
dard Elat. This enables a smaller input loading and more com-
plex front-end logic functions. The combination of smaller input
loading with the external pulse clock generator enables a much
higher gain out of the pulsed dynamic circuit as compared to the
standard Elat.

As with the standard Elat design, the NFET stack must be ro-
bustly designed to discharge the storage node and to overcome
the PFET keeper with the pulsed dynamic design. To help mit-
igate charge sharing, traditional CMOS logic front-ends are in-
corporated into a number of designs.

There are a large number of register file structures and
random access memory (RAM) arrays inthe Itanium 2 pro-
cessor; as with any large CPU, die area was at a premium. This
led to the design of a very small dynamic decoding structure
called anannihilation gate. These structures are similar to
the standard Elat design in that they are latching and have a
monotonic output; however, the annihilation gate enables a
NOR logic function. A typical circuit configuration is shown in
Fig. 17.

The annihilation gate (or “flyingNOR” or “cancellation gate”)
is an elegant way to perform high fan-in dynamicAND compu-
tations much more quickly and compactly than traditional static
or dynamic logic. In addition, the latching structure enables a
very low hold-time requirement on the inputs. By design, it has
very fast clock to Q and its monotonic output enables it to be
used as a static to dynamic interface circuit. The annihilation
gate was used extensively in decoders where the low input load
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Fig. 17. Pulsed dynamic logic gate.

Fig. 18. Annihilation gate circuit.

and high gain structure are desired. A typical decoder is 6-b
wide. A traditional dynamic decoder requires a seven NFET
stack to accomplish the requiredAND function, or two levels of
logic. Since the annihilation gate inputs are connected to a single
NFET pull-down, NFET sizes are significantly decreased over
an equivalent dynamic design.

The challenge when designing an annihilation gate is to en-
sure that the droop on the evaluation node during the cancel-
lation does not cause a glitch on the output. The delay from
the clock to the output transition is optimized for these gates.
With an NFET-only receiving structure, the engineers have to
be careful to ensure that the inputs are adequately shielded to
protect against noise events. When using the annihilation gate
as a decoder, there is the added concern that the cancellation
node of the entries that are not evaluating will couple back to the
input signals. This coupling can degrade the input signal value
and cause an erroneous evaluation.

B. Pseudodynamic Logic

The desire for the small size and wide fan-in functions
provided by dynamic logic, combined with the constraints of
timing and circuit interfaces, led to another breakthrough in
circuit design that was highly leveraged across the Itanium 2
processor. This structure is called pseudodynamic and is shown
in Fig. 18. Pseudodynamic devices are similar to the traditional
pseudo-nMOS designs, with the exception of a feedback
network. Pseudodynamic implementations garner most of the
benefit of dynamic logic while maintaining the ease of use and
design associated with static gates. Although these gates are
higher power than traditional static designs due to the inherent
drive fight, the low input capacitance, small area required by

the NFET-only evaluate structure and high fan-in that these
devices achieve more than make up for their costs. In addition,
significant power reductions can be realized by clocking the
PFET pull-up (pgate input).

A pseudodynamic gate achieves a shorter delay than a tra-
ditional pseudo-nMOS structure, as the circuit optimizes the
PFET pull-up depending on the current state of the shared node
(NOR). When the shared node is at a high voltage the strong
pull-up structure is disabled. This shortens the delay for a falling
edge on the shared node (NOR). When the shared node is at a low
voltage, both PFETs are enabled. This speeds up the rising edge
of the shared node. The impact of this design yields a 15%–20%
delay improvement over traditional pseudo-nMOS.

There are a number of design considerations that must be ac-
counted for when implementing pseudodynamic circuitry. As
the shared node is subject to high unidirectional current loads,
the artwork for the gate must be robustly designed to meet all the
self-heating and electromigration requirements of the process.
Close attention must be paid to the ratio of the receiving inverter
trip point relative to the minimum value ( ) that is driven on
the shared node when both PFETs are enabled and one of the
NFET pull-downs is active. In addition, the feedback delay and
response to input glitches are carefully checked. Coupling noise
and current–resistance (IR) drop to and power supply issues
are accounted for in the design of all the pseudodynamic.

VI. CONCLUSION

The Itanium 2 processor microarchitecture breaks new
ground in integration, instruction parallelism, latency, and
efficiency, all of which are founded on a rich set of carefully
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designed and managed circuit families and methodologies.
Clocking and latching circuits were carefully controlled and
analyzed to reduce skew and eliminate hold-time problems. The
static and domino methodologies address key issues of skew
tolerance, insertion delay, clocking complexity and testability.
They also provide low overhead solutions for the domino-static
interface and are fully compatible with either cell-based or
custom design. Elats, DLCs, pulsed dynamic, annihilation,
and pseudodynamic gates are in the class of “tricky circuits”
and were carefully controlled and analyzed to ensure that
each instantiation is a robust design. These methodologies and
circuits, essential to the Itanium 2 processor’s success, have
been shown to be robust through post-silicon analysis.

This combination of aggressive circuits and microarchitec-
ture enables McKinley to achieve industry leadership 64-b per-
formance of 810 SPECint2000 and 1356 SPECfp2000 at 1 GHz.
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